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About This Content
The SE&CR was not unique in employing guard’s observatories, known as "Birdcages". The SE&CR are probably the most wellknown stock employing them. The SE&CR earlier shorter "Birdcages", the 50ft and 54ft sets had been well received, so the
decision was made to build 60ft coaches to increase capacity. Designed by H.S. Wainwright, the Locomotive, Carriage and
Wagon Superintendent of the SE&CR. At the time in 1912 these were the longest coaches running in the south of England.
Renowned for their excellent riding qualities, they soon became popular with commuters. Sixty two 3 car sets were built, but
after the first 30, a design change was made to the centre carriage saloon to replace one of the large windows with one smaller
fixed window, and one droplight, to improve ventilation in the smoking saloon.
After nationalisation a handful of sets were converted to push-pull operation and lost their birdcages in the process. The C
"Birdcages" lasted until the late 1950's in BR service before withdrawal from passenger service.
The SECR 60FT Birdcage SECR Crimson Lake for TS Marketplace includes the following coach types:

Brake Third
Brake Composite
Composite Lavatory (Type 1)
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Composite Lavatory (Type 2)
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This is your standard "match3" game (moving tile to align 3+ tiles-kind) - made with Unity.
Game play wise, it's very similar to Treasures Of Montezuma (TOM) serie, where you can match in succession the same color
and it would trigger a bonus (additional time, fireball, lightning, etc.). The "story" isn't that grand, however. Neither is the
number of upgrades - compared to TOM.
There are in-game achievements (quite challenging, for some of them).
Strangely, this game suffer the same issue as in TOM - albeit not as systematically - if you're too fast at matching, it won't be
recognized as two matches in succession for the color bonus ...
Last, there are 3 levels of difficulty. The most difficult one (don't remember the name) is REALLY VERY difficult with almost
impossible odds to overcome. Expect a LOT of replay there.
I'm playing on Win7 64bit without any problem.. The second game in the trilogy offers the same level of great story and value
with the option of bringing you original character over to continue your rise to being a legend. i'm excited by awesome graphics
of this game! Looks very colorful and funny. Interesting towers, heroes and units. Good looking interface. Recomended
everybody to play it and enjoy atmosphere of breathtaking war!!!. I really like it. The gameplay ist very smooth, the music fits
well and its quite challenging (not at the start of course). Very good time killer :). Great game!
But can someone help me? I'm at the part when i need to get the washcloths from everybodys froom so Icis can smell them. But
for some reason the maid duties are broken or something. all the washcloths despawned and I restarted the game and everything
I can think of. I need those wash cloths!!
Please someone help me!!!!. Old shmup reminiscent of some of the early games of the genre that you could play on coin op
machines.. Is actually a very underrated RPG that can be good fun if you overlook some flaws.. good story
+good character design
+nice music
+++main character is easy to understand and very, human like
++-gut wrenching
=cheesy as ♥♥♥♥, both good and bad way
--bad looping of musick
--=+no ghost ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
---too little hours, to complete game, shortness of story that actually hurts
overall 7,9/10

one of these things is not like the others
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The only missing map is limited. Hundreds of hours of gameplay guarantee.. A great short indie title that brings up some very
interesting and thought-provoking topics in a creative and artistic way. I'd say that it is well worth 2 euros!
You can check out my video of it here! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uj3qWTf2YZ0. Even better than the base game
albeit shorter.
Story is as good, awesome lore, but the much better rhythm leads to a more immersive journey.
Funny how the end directly point to Forbidden Cults....
Darkgod simply rocks!. Well....
It's a fairly interesting puzzle platform game (yes, platform, not platformer). If you think you would enjoy a puzzle game in
which you are trying to use clues to traverse a path of blocks, I do recommend it. I enjoyed it, with the exception of one of the
levels which had absolutely no way to "solve" it without simply doing trial-and-error and falling again and again.
That brings me to the first complaint I had. The companion Drew has helping her through this puzzle space is very willing to tell
you the advice for the current sequence of stages. The first time he says "shadows can tell you something about your
surroundings" [slightly paraphrased], it's helpful... the eighth time he says the same thing, I started having flashbacks to Zelda
OOT's Navi "Hey Listen!". This could be solved by putting an option to turn off the random "help" in the options, but the option
screen is somewhat bare, with no option to turn off the repetitive comments.
My second issue: Its length. This game is very short. I completed the whole game blind [no previous information] in 90 minutes,
which is actually much shorter than how long it took to download the game (how is this game so big and so short?). Anyway,
that's really just a minor issue in my book, but I figure I should mention it just in case it's important to you.
My third issue: Every time you finish a level, which in some cases can be <15 seconds, it sends you back to the level selection
screen. This seems fairly redundant, as unless you want to skip levels (and make the game even shorter!), you'll just be going to
the next level. It makes the game feel less like a contiguous story and more like a free flash game you would play online.
Again, I do recommend it, as long as you're in the target audience. The first and third issues above could theoretically be fixed
by a small patch. The second could make-or-break-it for you, but I find length less important than other issues.. really hardcore
game overtime colors might screw your eyes tho. This is a beautiful example of the potential for storytelling in VR. Not a game,
more of a vr avant garde experiment.
To the devs however. I ended up having to watch this sitting down. The way the screens sort of waver around while I walk\/look
through them is interesting, but ended up making me sick. A sort of true 3d environment would be better, at least the option..
Very good game. Plays exactly like the board game. Have it for both pc and android. No difference's noted. Smart AI makes no
mistakes but finds every mistake you make.
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